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Your CV: what to include in each section On the jobs that are relevant to the role you're applying for, give examples of
the skills you used and what you.

The test includes vehicle safety questions, manoeuvres such as reversing into a loading bay, 25 miles of road
driving and a theory test based on the Highway Code and LGV regulations. Employers receive lots of CVs
and have to decide quickly who they're going to interview. Situation - Describe the situation you found
yourself in. These help the reader build up a picture of your skills, knowledge and experience. Try not to use
terms like: 'reliable', 'hard working', 'team player' or 'good communicator'. You should ask the referees to agree
to this beforehand. Download this from the very bottom of the job application page, and include it with your
application. There are different levels of the competency framework for different grades. Anyone can write on
their CV that they have a strength in customer service. Try to fit your examples to the advertised post. Make
sure you focus on your strengths. Bullet pointed lists and short sentences make your CV easier to read and
easier for recruiters to scan for key points. What action or steps did you take? How to structure the statement
You might find it helpful to list each of the essential skills and competencies as headings and give an example
under each, or you may prefer to write it in a letter or essay format. Why this matters to applicants One of the
three documents we ask for in your application is a statement of suitability, which is extremely important, as it
is where you get a chance to show the panel the evidence for how you meet the essential skills and
competencies described in the job advert. Any modules studied during your A-levels of GCSEs that are
relevant to the apprenticeship are also worth a mention. Try not to have any gaps in your work history. Keep
looking back at the competency bullet points and cover the key points. These are viewed a lot by employers,
and they don't help to build up an individual picture of you. Detailing previous work experience is a great way
of providing evidence of the key skills you have said you possess. If you are not already a civil servant you
only need to complete three parts of this form. Make sure your email address sounds professional.


